This paper outlines a simple particle mechanics model in which a single particle represents the thermodynamic fluid (gas) in a heat engine (exemplified by a piston engine). By mechanics based reasoning the model demonstrates the connection between the Carnot efficiency limitation of heat engines and the Kelvin-Planck statement of Second Law requiring only the truth of the Clausius statement.
INTRODUCTION
Mechanical engineers place great importance on basic mechanics because it is the basis of all other engineering activities. This differs significantly from the early internal combustion engine inventors and designers who were largely practical people. It took engine builders of the Otto and Langden era (in the 1800's) [10, 20] some decades to realise that a compression stroke would greatly improve the performance of the early gas engines. This helped engineers to recognise the importance of the concept of the thermodynamic cycle, in addition it would also have steered their thinking toward the Carnot cycle with its high temperature source and lower temperature sink. During the same era, physicists were thinking about the laws of thermodynamics, the kinetic theory of gases and statistical mechanics providing a sound, organised basis for the development of devices involving heat and work, so modern students are exposed to the logical structure of modern engineering thermodynamics with its laws as outlined in innumerable textbooks. Thus they lack the "feel" that the early engine designers had.
This want is particularly evident in the treatment of The Second Law, its many statements and the Carnot efficiency that leaves life-long doubt with many mechanical engineers. The Second Law of Thermodynamics has its historical origins in Carnot's work which imposed an upper limiting efficiency on heat engines. Traditional engineering thermodynamics textbooks for example [4, 6, 13, 15, 18] introduce both the Second Law of Thermodynamics and the Carnot efficiency in elegantly general ways based on classical thermodynamics. These presentations are not easily related to the practical and physical causes of the Carnot limitation. The introduction of statistical mechanics into thermodynamics text [eg 16 ] is often used as an attempt to clarify the physical basis of the concepts involved, but is not always successful. Occasionally, older texts [20] contained a chapter on the Kinetic Theory of Gases.
In this paper, simple, one dimensional theoretical models of heat engines are presented that bridge the conceptual gap between these elegantly abstract Second Law approaches and physical/mechanical principles governing the limiting efficiency of heat engines. We concentrate our discussions on one dimensional, single particle models representing an ideal gas. Our models demonstrate clearly how heat engines harness the kinetic energy of the particle and convert it to useful work. They show that the engines must operate between two kinetic energy levels (the source level and the sink level) in order to produce net useful work.
We demonstrate that the maximum efficiency achievable with our engines is in agreement with the Carnot efficiency. We also demonstrate that Carnot's analogy to the water wheel of his day was an appropriate approach, even though he falsely reasoned that the caloric flowing from the source (to drive the engine) had to be rejected at the sink. Our models demonstrate that if the flow analogy is to be used then it is kinetic energy, and that it "flows" from a higher kinetic energy level into the thermodynamic fluid and part of it must be rejected at a lower kinetic energy level. Fortunately a part of this (limited by the Carnot formula) may be converted to useful work.
This approach uses simple mechanical concepts allowing students to grasp complex concepts in terms of readily understood particle mechanics, without introducing the full intricacies of the kinetic theory of gases or statistical thermodynamics. Of course we must limit our thermodynamic claims to ideal gases. However we only wish to lay educational foundations. THE SECOND LAW  OF  THERMODYNAMICS  AND  THE  CARNOT  EFFICIENCY Modern laws of thermodynamics were developed during the nineteenth century, which included a period of confusion about the nature of heat which was termed "caloric". It was thought to be some sort of "substance", which flowed from a hot to a cold body.
French engineer Nicolas Léonard Sadi Carnot (1796-1832), a believer in the theory of Caloric [8] , published a famous paper, which, despite its incorrect assumption, correctly defined the upper limit in efficiency of steam engines of the time-and, as is now known, the maximum efficiency of all heat engines. Carnot showed that the most general heat engine requires a high temperature input reservoir (at T U ) and it has to reject heat to a lower temperature reservoir (at T L ). His conclusion was that the maximum efficiency of a heat engine, now named the Carnot efficiency, is (T U -T L )/T U . This later became enshrined as dogma in both physics and in practical engineering. A heat engine that could convert heat to work at 100% efficiency from a single temperature reservoir is impossible under this Carnot restriction. This is the basis for contemporary mockery of attempts to make what are called "perpetual motion machines of the second kind".
Thompson, in 1847 was still a firm believer in the caloric theory and he rediscovered Carnot's paper and promoted Carnot's ideas [7, 12, 17] . In 1847 James Joule was presenting material about energy conservation that challenged the caloric theory. [12, 17] The German mathematical physicist Rudolf Clausius (1822-1888) published the solution to the paradox in May 1850, "On the Moving Force of Heat and the Laws of Heat which may be deduced there-from." [17] . His statement of the Second Law of Thermodynamics was "It is impossible for a self-acting machine, unaided by an external agency, to convey heat from one body to another at a higher temperature."
In 1851, Thomson (later titled Lord Kelvin) claimed an independent discovery of the Second Law: "It is impossible, by means of inanimate material agency, to derive mechanical effect from any portion of matter by cooling it below the temperature of the coldest of the surrounding objects." [12, 17] Both the Clausius and Kelvin statements are shown to be equivalent in elementary thermodynamics textbooks [eg 6, 15, 18] . Clausius introduced the concept of entropy, a measure of disorder that, it is said, stays constant or inevitably increases, but never decreases in a closed system [12, 17] .
During the 1850's, the Kinetic Theory (earlier investigated by Bernoulli [9] ) emerged. Maxwell [9] worked with Bernoulli's model, that the atoms or molecules in a gas were perfectly elastic particles, obeying Newton's laws. However, there were far too many variables to begin writing down equations. On the other hand, a completely detailed description of how each molecule moved was not really needed anyway. What was needed was a formulation connecting this microscopic picture with the macroscopic properties, which represented averages over large numbers of molecules. Thus the concepts of molecular velocity and energy distributions emerged and eventually the Boltzmann constant [9, 12] which allowed the absolute temperature to be evaluated from the average molecular kinetic energy of the molecules.
TRADITIONAL TEXTBOOK APPROACHES TO THE CYCLES AND THE LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS
Many textbooks on Engineering Thermodynamics [eg 6, 18] organise the development of the topic along similar lines to each other with an emphasis on numerical calculations. This is presumably to reinforce the learning of problem solving techniques and the students' familiarity with application of the more abstract concepts, an example of which is entropy. However, in these approaches the historical development and underlying meaning of entropy is often given little or no attention. Some authors [eg. 20] have been quite indifferent about entropy stating "it gives beginners difficulty because there is no good analogy and nobody has yet defined it to everybody's satisfaction"
The two well-known statements of the Second Law of Thermodynamics are stated and "proved" by reductio ad absurdum to be equivalent, with little mention of the relationship between temperature and molecular kinetic energy.
The textbooks "prove" that if Carnot's principle concerning the maximum efficiency of a reversible heat engine were violated in a system, this would violate the Second Law. Carnot's efficiency limit is supposedly proved by reductio ad absurdum. The proof is also used in reverse -to prove the Second Law from Carnot! A student who desires a "hands-on" approach to giving a physical understanding of these fundamental concepts and laws could be forgiven for feeling somewhat "short changed".
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES FOR PRESENTATION OF THE CARNOT FORMULA AND THE SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
We present a new approach for introducing engineering students to thermodynamic concepts, particularly the Carnot cycle and the Second Law of Thermodynamics. In this approach we commence our explorations with a single particle vibrating in one dimension, possessing kinetic energy and contained by a forces as shown in Figure 1 . This reduces the complexity of the real three dimensional situation to a manageable level. Later when the underlying principles have been grasped, the model can be extended to three-dimensions.
Consider a cycle of a single particle of mass m moving along a straight line between the two perfectly reflecting ends a distance, x apart where its time average kinetic energy, ke is constant: (Figure 1 ). At each reflection, the particle is decelerated to rest and then accelerated to a return kinetic energy (supply and return kinetic energies could differ). In any event, external forces are required to reverse the direction of the particle. The forces may be related to x by unknown functions. We do not need to know the functions. However, we do know that they do work on the particle during the reflection, and that during this part of the cycle we could deal with an average force, F , defined as,
in which, W is the work done and s δ and r δ are the small deflections that occur when the end wall is deflected by the particle and when it rebounds. Let δ s and δ r be very small. This work will equate to the sum of supply and return kinetic energies. We average these two so that ) ( 2 r s F W ke
Throughout the cycle, there are a number of times scales, viz, the time, t, for the reflection to occur, given by, 
which may be written as 2 = ke PV .
(8) Thus, the connection to the ideal gas state law is simply demonstrated. We call equation (6) "our" equation of state for the one dimensional situation discussed here.
VARIOUS MECHANICAL PROCESSES ANALOGOUS TO THERMODYNAMIC PROCESSES
We now outline our "state path laws" in which one of the three variables of equation (6) is held constant while the other two are allowed to vary. These are analogous to the well known thermodynamic state path laws, namely, Constant "x" (volume) process:
const ke
Constant c F (pressure) process:
Adiabatic Process for the One Dimensional Case Now consider an adiabatic process (say an expansion) of the one dimensional particle as depicted in Figure 2 . The particle is again contained between perfectly elastic (parallel, reflecting) surfaces S 1 and S 2 , but this time the "piston", S 2 , is allowed to move against the force, c F . x F c − process diagram for the one dimensional "adiabatic" expansion.
The particle does work on the piston by progressively giving up some of its kinetic energy. This process is illustrated in Figure 3 . Since there are no losses to the surroundings and the processes are all ideal, it follows that the reduction in kinetic energy of the particle has to be equal to the work done on the surface S 2 . This may be expressed as,
which, more properly, can be written as
Substituting for c F from (6) leads to
The above equation can be rewritten as
which in the limit becomes
The integration of equation (16) leads to
in which β is the constant of integration.
Equation ( The power of x can be interpreted as the "adiabatic index". The one dimensional case yields an adiabatic index of three. We will show that in moving from one to three dimensions that the usually accepted values for the index are obtained.
Adiabatic Process for the Three Dimensional Case -this case is analogous to the frictionless adiabatic process for an ideal monatomic gas: We now allow the particle to bounce around inside a cylinder. If all surfaces were perfect, the momentum in the x direction would oscillate in sign as the particle bounces back and forth between surfaces S 1 and S 2 despite its meandering path. However, if we introduce some imperfection into its reflections, then the conservation of directional momentum is destroyed and randomness of direction is introduced into its motion, even though kinetic energy may be assumed to be conserved during every reflection. Over many interactions, this randomness leads to equipartition of the kinetic energy so that only one third of the kinetic energy of the particle is connected with the direction normal to the piston surface.
Then the state equation becomes:
Following a procedure similar to the procedure for the one dimensional case, after substitution for c F equation (14) becomes:
From which the differential equation derived is:
yielding the solution:
Adiabatic Process for the "n" Dimensional Case In the previous case, the particle was a perfect elastic sphere, representing a monatomic gas. The kinetic theory of gases postulates the equi-partition of energy between various dimensions. For example, a diatomic gas such as N 2 introduces two rotational degrees of freedom in addition to the three space degrees of freedom. In order to cover all cases, the general case of "n" degrees of freedom is considered. 
MODEL OF THE CARNOT CYCLE:
Having considered the basic processes we are in a position to develop a Carnot Cycle. The simplest approach is to use the one dimensional case represented in Figure 5 .
We imagine an energy source at S 1 . This source allows the particle to return after energy transfer from S 1 with more kinetic energy than its cycle average kinetic energy, ke . This means that the particle travels to the right with above average kinetic energy and returns with below average kinetic energy. In effect, it acts as a carrier of energy to the piston. An isothermal process corresponds to having a constant average molecular kinetic energy and is the process where 100% of energy supplied is converted to work at the piston. In the case where the piston compresses the vibrating particle we imagine the reverse to take place. S 1 must reject the excess energy of each vibratory cycle of the particle so as to maintain constant average kinetic energy. Suppose that cycle shown in figure 6 is performed by the mechanism in Figure 5 . Commence the cycle at (1) when the piston is at a distance x e and the particle has a velocity of L v , allow the piston to move to (2) .
The work of compression when the piston moves from (1) to (2) is,
which, after substituting for c F from equation (6) and a little manipulation becomes,
Since there is no change in the particle's ke , all energy supplied from the piston during this process is rejected to the sink. Therefore
. E R is energy rejected during this process.
Work of compression from (2) to (3):
During this process no energy is supplied to or rejected from the source/sink. Therefore:
Similarly to equation (29), it may be shown that the useful work of expansion from (3) to (4) 
Since there is no change in the particle's ke , all energy supplied from the source during this process is converted to useful work. Therefore
. E S is energy supplied during this process.
Useful work of expansion from (4) to (1): During this process no energy is supplied or rejected from the source/sink.
As for process 2-3:
Cycle efficiency: (34) Note that the equation of state (6) and process equation (20) imply that during adiabatic process (2) 
It is also possible to show, using the approach in this paper, the analogy between the mean kinetic energy and the absolute temperature first derived by Boltzmann, namely,
where: T = absolute temperature of the gas. m = molecular (particle) mass. k = the Boltzmann constant.
the mean square velocity of the particles Thus equation (38) 
which is the well known and accepted Carnot efficiency, the maximum possible for an engine operating between temperatures T U and T L .
THE STIRLING CYCLE
Now consider a "Stirling Cycle" carried out on the particle in our one dimensional system. The cycle diagram for the Stirling cycle is illustrated in Figure 7 .
Again we have upper and lower constant kinetic energy processes.
These are bounded by two constant volume processes at e x and c x respectively. At c x the particle's kinetic energy is increased by the introduction of external energy ("heating") to increase v from the lower value to the upper value. This may be imagined to have been caused by an extra large energy transfer from S 1 . The opposite may be imagined to occur during constant volume "cooling", however, the energy from "cooling" should be stored and used to provide the constant volume "heating" energy. 
In a perfect situation the stored energy from process (4)- (1) is completely recovered in process (2)- (3). So as with the Carnot cycle: 
IS THERE ANY CYCLE WHOSE EFFICIENCY EXCEEDS THAT OF THE CARNOT CYCLE AND IS IT POSSIBLE TO GENERATE ALL CYCLES HAVING CARNOT EFFICIENCY?
Having arrived at the Carnot and Stirling engine models our natural question is "are these the only ones that have high efficiency". Textbooks only state examples that were discovered by engine inventors such as Stirling and Ericsson. We set about to find the entire family of possible engines by an "iterative" process.
In Figure 8 we illustrate, on a x ke ln ) ln( − diagram, some preliminary ideas which we will progressively "operate on", in order to answer the questions of this section. We have used a log-log diagram as this enables all basic processes to be represented with straight lines.
The curved cycle represents any cycle within the "source" and "sink" energy levels U ke and L ke . This cycle could be approximated with a series of elemental Stirling cycles such as ABCD. However ABCD is not as efficient as EFGH, operating between the same x limits.
In fact, between the same ke and x limits, the most Before evaluating the theoretical efficiency of such a cycle, note that at any particular energy level the energy associated with a horizontal process of particular length is identical, regardless of its x region. In other words, the value of 2 v m E = (logarithmic length) is independent of its region. Comparing vertical process segments XY and MO it is evident that for all such pairs the energy from the right hand side segment may theoretically be stored and recovered by the left hand side segment. Similarly, comparing horizontal segment, such as ON and WX, the energy required to compress the particle during ON is recovered during expansion WX.
It is now easy to see why cycles such as the Ericsson cycle also have Carnot efficiency. Figure 10 illustrates the three best known cycles that have Carnot efficiency. 
which in the limit becomes:
Integrating: 
COMMENTS ON OUR IDEAS AND POTENTIAL EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS FROM TEACHING BASED ON THEM
We have presented what are essentially some of the basic ideas of the Kinetic Theory of Gases applied to ideal gases. However, our presentation is novel, because we have centered our discussion on a single particle contained in one dimensional oscillation. We have not used traditional macroscopic thermodynamic symbols such as P, T, V, Q, and H.
Yet we have derived many of the basic formulas and demonstrations of the Kinetic Theory of Gases along with some meaningful additions. We list these below:
Our model engines show clearly that the cause of the Carnot limitation is to do with mechanical and spatial realities and constraints and is governed by the cyclic nature of their operation. The need for a "thermodynamic cycle" is not emphasized sufficiently in textbook discussions on this area. It is well known that in an isothermal process it is theoretically possible to convert heat energy fully to work. However, in order to have an engine that continuously converts heat energy to useful work it must employ either an open or closed cycle. Students should be encouraged to explore the reasons for this. It is during part of this cycle that some energy must be rejected.
One novel aspect of our approach in proposing a one dimensional, single particle engine, is that when we expand our reasoning to the three dimensional case, our experience and Pascal's law enables us to gain an understanding and confidence in the validity of the principle of equi-partition of energy -a very important principle.
The majority of textbooks on engineering thermodynamics concentrate on classical macroscopic concepts; however energy research is spreading much wider than the traditional heat engine areas [1, 3, 14] . There is intense research and development effort in areas such as fuel cells, thermoelectric energy conversion, photo-voltaic energy conversion and many other areas of energy conversion. These more modern areas all require an understanding of the principles contained in the Kinetic Theory of Gases and its modifications such as Statistical and Quantum Mechanics. We believe that a more visual, mechanics approach in teaching mechanical engineers is now essential.
Regarding the previous section of this paper on finding all engine cycles of Carnot efficiency we see some educational benefits of this extension of our basic ideas. Our approach here could be used to introduce students to the design principle of considering all possible candidate solutions to a problem. The practicalities and impracticalities implied in the various cycles could be discussed. Later the student may build on this area and study optimization processes leading to more stringent approaches such as those developed by Curzon and Ahlborn [2, 4, 19] for cycles of maximum power. In addition to these educational benefits, students could study the derivation of the constant entropy lines on Figure 10 and perhaps form some meaningful ideas about entropy.
Clausius' statement of the Second Law of Thermodynamics implies that heat energy will only flow unaided from a higher to a lower temperature, never the reverse. Thus in each of our engines our source (imagined at S 1 ) must have (at least marginally) higher "kinetic energy level*" than our particle and our sink (we imagine at S 1 also) must have (at least marginally) lower "kinetic energy level*" than our particle in order for the energy flows to occur. We have inserted the asterisk next to "kinetic energy level" because this is an area requiring further investigation. In fact, for any two particle interaction, energy will only be transferred from the particle having higher momentum (not necessarily higher energy) to that having lower momentum. We have investigated various two particle models (including simple models with single particle anchored elastic barriers) to study heat transfer without arriving at the simplicity of our engine models. For the purpose of this paper we simply accept Clausius' statement of the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
CONCLUSIONS
Because mechanical engineers place great importance on basic mechanics we have developed mechanics based introductory material for teaching thermodynamics. Our approach is different from that presented in most modern engineering thermodynamics textbooks which follow classical macroscopic thermodynamic lines of reasoning and tend to leave out the microscopic approaches of The Kinetic Theory of Gases. Some have a chapter or two on Statistical Mechanics that in our opinion is more abstract than necessary.
Because, of current intense research in energy conversion processes, such as photovoltaic and fuel cell conversion which need an understanding of microscopic thermodynamics, we consider that a more visual, mechanics approach in teaching thermodynamics to mechanical engineers is now essential.
We have developed a one dimensional, single particle model, that may be readily extended to three 3 dimensional ideal gases. Our model yields the state equations, state path laws, the Carnot cycle efficiency and enables students to more easily grasp and visualize the difficult concepts involved.
The model demonstrates the connection between the Carnot efficiency limitation of heat engines and the KelvinPlanck statement of Second Law requiring only the truth of the Clausius statement.
We also introduce a general approach that finds all cycles having Carnot efficiency. We consider that further development on this generalisation will help to bridge the gaps between the impracticalities of many thermodynamic cycles and real engine design requirements.
